FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
is thin, disappointing, disconcerting. Driven by doubt out of the
Protestant ministry, as Renan out of the Catholic priesthood,1
his whole mind is pervaded by scepticism, and his Liberalism
amounts to little more than distrust of all institutions.
Having therefore no clear view as to the proper nature and
sphere of government, he came to look on Republican de-
mocracy with as great a loathing as Bonapartist autocracy, and
no more bitter things have been said about popular government
than by this Liberal, this fervent disciple of Tocqueville. The
appeal to the people was to him " legislative phylloxera " ; and
he denounced the idea that one could deem capable of govern-
ing, or even of managing their own affairs, " those popular
classes which we know to be so backward, so ignorant, so
selfish, often so corrupt, so devoid of public spirit, so alien to
all general or generous ideas, and only knowing, some toil and
the wages of toil, others idleness, intrigue and agitation." After
all, he goes on to say, what is democracy? It is " the govern-
ment of the country by those who earn their daily bread and
look on manual work as the basis of all value/' Full of passions,
led astray by fancies, their sole idea is to level economic con-
ditions—i.e. to take from those who already have, by wholesale
expropriations. Democracy is in fact bound to lead some day
to making the experiment of Communism ; it amounts to
sacrificing the country to the immediate advantage of the pro-
letariat. And then comes this somewhat startling conclusion:
democracy leads in fact to the weakening of the executive
power, deprived of that adequate strength to resist attack that
no Government can go without.2 There can be no foreign policy
with democracy, he says elsewhere,3 for foreign policy must
involve war, and democracy is peace at any price.
The capture of Liberalism by reaction is striking and painful
1	Boutmy, in his essay on Scherer, draws an illuminating parallel between
the two as types of agnostics. To the Catholic, scepticism means the breaking
of chains, complete liberation from all faith; to the Protestant, the cutting of
a rope still wound round the body, and which although cut still fetters, and
has to be slowly unwound, so that for many years he still fancies himself as
held by some vague religious faith which is really connected with nothing.
2	La Democratic et la France, pp. 20, 47-73.
3	£tudes critiques, ix., p. 263.
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